TLTAG year overview

Lyn M. Van Swol
Department of Communication Arts
TLTAG Chair
TLTAG Topics
Campus IT Governance discussions

Project Intake process
IT Service Inventory and Categorization process
Appointments to IT Policy and Planning & Analysis Team
Appointment to IT project intake process and prioritization Cross Tag committee
ITC IT campus vision for new CIO
IT Policy discussions – Cybersecurity Risk Management Framework Policy & Implementation; Network Firewall Policy
Appointment to Identity Management and Access Committee
New Teaching and Learning Technology IT Intake project discussions:

- Starfish
- Career Services
- Engage – e-text pilot
- Syllabus builder
Updates/discussions on Campus projects, initiatives, and services:

● Canvas Transition: Update on project progress; LMS Data retention; Non-credit canvas transition updates; Pressbook as Critical Reader replacement
● Unizin Updates
● Student Digital Ecosystem (SDE) updates
● Campus Online education efforts updates
● Campus faculty engagement efforts: Update and request for input on DoIT AT Faculty Engagement and Strategic Learning Technology Consultant services efforts
Subcommittees formed to address campus teaching and learning technology issues:

- Digitally Enhanced Exams Team (DEET) sub-committee
- TLT Service Inventory subcommittee
ITAG Year Overview

Alan Silver
Department of Chemistry
ITAG Chair
Focus on those underlying technologies which will help to bring services to fruition.

Tends to focus on:

- Networking
- Security
- Storage
- Identity and Access Management
Working Groups

- Backups
- File Storage
- x-TAG firewall policy
- x-TAG IAM Council
On the Radar

- 10GB network gear
- Configuration Management Database

- x-TAG UW System Security Plan
- x-TAG Service Inventory Refresh

- Subject Matter Experts List
Divisional Technology Advisory Group

Comprised of both business/administrative and technology leaders from divisions (including S/C/Is) across campus

Representation and advocacy for information and technology needs of divisions across campus

Leadership, guidance, and decision support related to the alignment of priorities and investments with the core missions of teaching, learning, research, and service
DTAG Work

- Project Intake and Evaluation Process
- IT Service Rationalization
- Cybersecurity Risk Management Policy
- Leadership Partnerships (DoIT and Distributed)
- UW-Madison Definition of IT
- Campus Software Library
- Endpoint Management and Security
On DTAG’s Radar

- Content Management System (CMS) Governance
- Endpoint Management and Security RFP
- UW System Information Security Program
- IT Services Inventory v2
- IT Funding Model(s)
RTAG Year Overview

Nicholas Tincher
Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research & Graduate Education
RTAG Chair
Advise the VCRGE and CIO in meeting their responsibility to ensure research cyberinfrastructure and information technology supports and advances the vibrant research programs at UW-Madison.

Representation from OVCRGE, RSP, Libraries, Office of the CIO, Wisconsin Institute for Discovery, 7 faculty, 2 academic staff.
RTAG Work

- Cybersecurity Risk Management Policy
- Policy on Data Stewardship, Access, and Retention
- Controlled Unclassified Information
- Review Research Computing history (pre-ACI)
On RTAG’s Radar

• RTAG Outreach to Departments
• Research Data @ UW
• Understanding Campus Service Providers
IT GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

Executive Board
(Executive Oversight & Strategic Direction)
- Provost
- Chancellor
- VCRGE
- VCFA
- Two Deans (rotating)

Office of the VCRGE
Shared Governance
ITC

Special Advisor to the Chancellor

IT Steering Committee
(Review & Approve Committee)

IT Core Leadership Team
- Exec Dir, IT Planning and Strategy & ITC Chair
- Dir, AIMS
- CIO
- COO, DoIT

IT Management Advisory Groups
(Assessments & Recommendations)
- Research Technology Group
- Divisional Technology Group
- T&L Technology Group
- Infrastructure Advisory Group

IT Center of Excellence
Cloud Infrastructure Group

IT Service Providers
- Divisional IT Providers
- CHTC
- DoIT
- AIMS